The Structure of the Atom

Tuesday, Mar. 17, 1998, 7:30 p.m. Totino Fine Arts Center, Rm. 115 Northwestern College, Roseville

Mr. Bob Laing is founder and president of Clean Flo Systems. The Clean Flo process has restored over two thousand polluted bodies of water around the world, economically and by natural methods. Holder of several domestic and international patents in electronics, limnological and agricultural chemistry, Mr. Laing is also an author and frequent speaker in lake restoration and aquatic plant management.

As an engineer with General Dynamics, he designed the bombing/navigation test computer for the Hustler airplane. He was the recipient of an Award for the Advancement of Chiropractic Research, 1968, for his discovery of electromagnetic wave emissions from dislocated vertebrae of the human spine. He was also the recipient of the Notable Americans Award, 1976.

When contemplating how electrons and protons combine to produce all the atoms and molecules in the proper proportion to produce life, Laing believes you will have a definite impression that there had to be an Infinite Intelligence. Only an Infinite Intelligence could create the electron and proton with the characteristics that they have, that would cause them to combine to make up atoms and the universe the way they did. Electron physicists know that whenever an electron moves, it creates a magnetic field. If electrons orbited atoms like a solar system, all elements would be magnetic. All elements would stick together, and there would be no life.

Robert L. Laing, creation scientist, uses common knowledge of electrons and protons to construct a completely different model of the atom. This model explains many anomalies and unsolved mysteries of science. Come and hear his theories regarding the structure of atoms.
Adventure Safaris

We had another successful Science Fair this year at Har Mar Mall in Roseville on January 31 - February 1. The organizers, leaders and parents are to be congratulated for a smooth running operation. The students were exemplary and the projects were interesting and thought provoking. I’m sure passersby were impressed with the quality of the projects and the well behaved young people. Thank you to each one who participated this year. Students, start thinking of projects for next year!

If you are planning your summer vacations, you may want to consider a five-day Dinosaur Dig Safari. A dig in Texas is scheduled for April and 5 digs in North Dakota for July and August. We also have one-day Safaris to locations in our area. One-day trips make wonderful family activities or an unusual birthday party.

If you need a speaker at a church or school function we have several prepared talks that will enlighten you on one of several topics. Please call or write for more details regarding any of these activities.
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Upcoming Metropolitan Creation Science Association Events

The Metropolitan Creation Science Association holds its meetings at Redeemer Lutheran Church, 1301 E. Cty. Rd. 42, Burnsville, the first non-holiday Monday of each month starting at 7:30 p.m. Call (612)461-2320 for info.

Mar. 2 The Value of Nutrition - Pastor David Fruehauf
April 6 Bob Laing will speak on “The Power of light“
May 4 The glory of God as seen in Animals - Roy Spaude